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Ex-NYC corrections officer convicted in rapes

Posted on November 19, 2008 by cosgoingwrong

MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) _ A former correction officer faces up to 243 years in prison for a string of kidnappings, robberies and rapes on
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Long Island.

 

A Long Island jury found Ricardo Walters guilty of rape, robbery, criminal sexual act, sexual abuse, kidnapping and attempted kidnapping.
The former New York City correction officer had guarded prisoners at Rikers Island for over 10 years.

Walters’ attorney, Dennis Lemke, says his client should have faced separate trials in each of the attacks, because on their own they could
not have been proven without a reasonable doubt. He says “taken together” they created a “spillover effect.”

Five victims testified in the two-week trial of the 43-year-old Hempstead resident. Each one identified Walters as her attacker. Forensic
evidence also pointed to Walters.
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One Response

1. 
lavoznewsmedia-Vicky Reyes, on August 24, 2010 at 7:54 pm said:

they say what goes around comes around! what he did to does victims it will happen to him in a prison. In prison there are a lot of
inmates that hate dogs like him they will get the best out of him may his life be a living hell and if he has a family that will go visit
him in a prison they are more sick then him. To all you victims in a prison do not be afraid and let your loved one know what has
happen to you or to someome you know that is afraid of letting your voice be heard.
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